DIAMOND DANCE - PRELUDE
Overlay Mosaic Crochet | US Terminology

Yarn
South African Yarn Elle Colour Crush Turnip the Beat approximately 1200m, Elle Pullskein
African Violet 900m and Elle Pullskein Sweet Violet 300m - Excluding border.
Add 900m for the Envelope Border.
Hook Sizes
4mm or your own preference. 4.5mm to slip stitch the border round.
Size
44” x 54” or 113cm x 137cm (approximately) The size will vary with different weights of yarn
and individual tension.
Technique
Overlay Mosaic Crochet
Abbreviations
Ch

Chain(s)

Blsc

Back Loop Single Crochet

Fldc

Front Loop Double Crochet

Sc

Single Crochet

St

Stitches

Mc

Main Color

Cc

Contrast Color

Some Info Just for You
The pattern is worked from right to left. You will join your yarn on the right for each row and cut
off yarn on the left after each row.
Your “Anchor” stitch will always be your first and last stitch in the pattern depicted by a (↖).
The first row of the blanket is the only row that you will turn the work and sc in the second chain
from the hook. Cut off yarn at the end of this row. You will start with your contrast colour on the
second row and Blsc along the row.
For this pattern, I have worked 6 panels. You can repeat them as many times you please
depending on how large you require your blanket to be.
There will be written instructions for each graph. There will be instructions for bigger sizes.

Thank You
A huge thank you to my testers. These ladies are machines and without them I would not be
able to have the blanket tested and ready in such a short time. Thank you Lynn Laing and Kim
Lategan. Your work is gorgeous and you definitely keep me on my toes.

